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BY
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THE
two areas which were investigated by the writers during

1948 and 19-49 are shown on the site map (Fig. 5). Of the two
detail maps (Figs. 6 & 7) showing these areas, map No. 2 covers

the area comprising the site of the Roman villa which was found
on Walton Heath in 1770, and the other, map No. 3, the area of

the earthworks on Banstead Common, situated between Walton-
on-the-Hill and Mylenfield Windmill. (Both sites appear on
O.S. 6-inch map, Surrey, sheet XXVI, N.W\)
The work which was carried out in each of these areas is here

described separately.

1. The area adjoining the site of the Roman Villa on Walton Heath.

The first discovery to be recorded consists of a series of ditches
and banks, situated both north and south of the villa. These were

surveyed by the writers and are marked on map No. 2. Their

proximity to the villa raised the hope that they might represent
the boundaries of fields connected with it, and of similar date,
but when a section-trench was dug across one of them (at the

point marked A on the map) nothing was found to prove either

that they actually are former field boundaries, or that they are of

any considerable age, though, in the absence of any evidence to

the contrary, this suggestion is still the most probable one. The
section referred to is illustrated on Fig. 1.

SECTION ACROSS DITCH. POINT A' ON MAP 2
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Fig. 1. Section across Ditch (Point A, Map 2).
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Tlie lines of these ditches and banks show up quite clearly on
aerial photographs taken in recent years. There are four "spaces"
which are more or less enclosed by these ditches and banks,
and these are numbered 1-4 on the map. A brief description of

these enclosures is as follows :
—

No. 1. Bounded on the N.E. and S.E. sides by what appear to be

"negative lynchets." (All the other boundaries of the series 1-4

consist of ditches and banks).
No. 2. Separated from No. 1 by a double ditch, and bounded on

the S.E. and S.W. sides by the most clearly dehned ditch of them
all, which is 18 feet in width.

No. 3. Very small, and possibly incomplete ;
it is bounded on

three sides only and open to the east.

No. 4. Bounded on N. and S. by two ditches that diverge very
slightly from east to west. It is an "open-ended" enclosure.

Those ditches marked 5-9 on the map are probably a part of

the villa's original boundary ditch. The section marked 7-8

was originally shown on the 25-inch O.S. map of the area, of 1895,
but as it has since been obliterated by the golf course, it no longer

appears on these maps, and the section marked 8-9 is the only
part so indicated.

It must be emphasized that the whole series of these ditches and
banks may hold no special interest for archaeologists. If, however,
an actual date can eventually be assigned to any of them, especially
if of the Roman period, they will undoubtedly be of very real

interest.

At B on map No. 2 is a bomb-crater, a relic of the recent war,
and from the bottom of it was recovered the piece of store-jar

SECTION THROUGH TRENCH DUG ON THE SITE OF THE

ROMAN VILLA ON WALTON HEATH. AUGUST 1948
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Fig. 2. Section through Trench.
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rim wliich is illustrated on Fig. 3 (No. 1) and which is of mid-lst

century a.d. (Claudian) date.

The villa itself was discovered in 1770 by one Hoar ("a poor

person"
—Manning and Bray, ii page 664), and excavations

were carried out in the following years :
—

1772, by a Mr. Barnes, who found remains of foundations,
walls and a flue—also a coin of Vespasian [S.A.C, 1864).

1789, when combed flue-tiles were found {Arch., 1789).

1808, Foundations found, at a depth of two feet ; lumps of clay
with burnt wood in them

(
? wattle and daub) and pieces of bone.

(Manning and Bray, ii, p. 664).

1856, bv Mr. W. W. Pocock, who found a pavement. {S.A.C,
II, pp. 1-13).

1882, bv Mr. E. Freshfield, who excavated a room measuring
30 feet by'8.^ feet. {Proc. Soc. Ant., Ser. II, IX, p. 110).

1939, by Mr. M. Berry, a member of this Society, who dug a

trial trench and made certain finds which, owing to his deaih

(he was killed on active service in Italy), have never been published.
The only other recorded find from the site of this villa is that of

the brooch which is described in S.A.C, XLIX., p. 108 (Fig. 4,

note by S. S. Frere.)
In the hope that something might be found which would enable

the date, or dates, of its occupation to be assigned, the writers dug
a single trench at point C on the villa site.

Despite the fact that excavating at this much disturbed site is

now rather like sorting the rubble of a "blitzed" structure, so

thoroughly has it been turned over, the writers were sufficiently

lucky to find a small undisturbed portion of a plain tesselated

POTTERY FROM AND FROM CLOSE TO THE VILLA ON WALTON HEATH

Fig. 3. Pottery from Villa.
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Fig. 4. Iron Cinder, found at Point F on Map 2. Scale \

pavement (with a hole where a post had penetrated it at a subse-

quent date), and fragments of a datable pot were recovered from

underneath it. Some further pottery was recovered from the

loose rubble previously mentioned.

The section-trench, which was dug across both the disturbed

and undisturbed layers, is shown on Fig. 2. The pottery found in

the disturbed layer (level No. 1) is illustrated on Fig. 3, Nos. 2-5,

while the pot from level No. 3, the undisturbed layer beneath the

pavement (level 2) is shown by No. 6 on the same figure. All the

pottery found is discussed in a note by Mr. Lowther\ who assigns
a 2nd century (Hadrianic) date to the latter vessel. This suggests
that the floor itself was laid about the middle of this century.

However, the presence at the site of some pottery of Claudian

date implies that occupation began early in the Roman period,
and at a date considerably earlier tlian that at which this floor

was constructed. Since there is no evidence of the existence at

this site of any building before the villa itself was erected, it seems

likely that it was either (a) enlarged, or (b) reconstructed at some
date in the mid-2nd century A.D., as has been found to have been

the case with so many other villas, including the one found at

Windmill Bank, a short distance N.W. of this villa. (See report in

this volume.)
Other evidence as to date is provided by tlie pavement which

was found by Mr. Pocock in 1856, and which seems to have been,

as regards its design, very like one found at Verulamium and to

^ Appendix I, at end of this article.
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which a mid- or late-2nd century date has been ascribed {Vern-
lamium. Research Report No. 11 of Soc. Ant., pi. 47—mosaic
No. 12 from building 4, room 10, v. also p. 147). Both pavements
depicted a large, two-handled urn ;

that from Walton is described

in S.A.C., II, pp. 1-13.

A further indication that the villa was reconstructed, or

redecorated, and was probably in use for some considerable time,
was that of the discovery oi a piece of resurfaced wall plaster.

As there is no other known Roman site in the immediate vicinity,
a piece of Roman pottery found lying on the surface of the ploughed
land between the villa and enclosure E (map No. 2) presumably
came originally from the villa itself. This sherd (Fig. 3, No. 8)

dates from about a.d. 350, the type remaining in use to the end of

the 4th century. Thus the villa was probably occupied well into
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the second half of the 4th century a.d., a conclusion that is

supported by some of the material found by the previous
excavators.

The finds, other than pottery, from this latest excavation

include : a piece of window glass ;
iron nails

;
a quantity of

brick tessera ;
coloured wall-plaster, and a number of small

bricks (or "brickcttes") measuring 2^ x 1^ X | in., and of the

tj'pe used for constructing herringbone paving, but the smallest

of their type so far recorded. That they had been employed as

stated is shown by the "wear" being restricted to one of the long
sides in each case, as well as by the mortar still adhering to each

of the brood faces.

As regards other "features" in this area, the small barrow-like

mound [D on map No. 2) was sectioned by the writers and proved
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Fig. G. Map No. 2. Roman Villa. Walton Heath.
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to be modem, and probably connected with the existing golf
course.

The enclosure E is plotted from an aerial photograph, and not
from a ground survey. From its surface came the store-jar rim
No. 7 on Fig. 3. Near by, at F, is a small patch of iron cinders, of a

type produced by the smelting of iron in earl}'-Roman and pre-
Roman times {v. "Purberry Shot," Ewell, S.A.C., L, p. 20, Fig. 9).

A typical cinder is shown on Fig. 4.

2. Earthworks in the area between Walton-on-the-Hill and

Mylenfield Windmill. (Map No. 3).

The three earthworks marked A, B, and C on this map are

described in V.C.H., IV, p. 392, and are shown on the O.S. maps
of the district.

To these, a new earthwork, D, not previously recorded, must be
added. It appears to be of the same type as the others, so that the

group consists of four and, as will be seen, arranged in pairs, each

pair consisting of a large and a small enclosure, viz., A and B,
and C and D. The ditches of D are not so clearly defined as those
of the other three, and its outline on plan is less regular. A
trackway crosses its southern corner, the tip of which is spoilt by
the presence of a small pit. On the eastern side, its ditches become
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Fig. 7. Map Xo. 3, Earthworks.
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quite insignificant, which may explain why it has escaped detection
for so long.

Investigations of these earthworks carried out by the late

S. E. Winbolt {S.A.C., XXXVIII, 94-06) produced some pottery,

incorporated in one of the banks, which was probably (from the

brief description published) of late 16th- or early 17th-century
date, and it has been suggested (A.W.G.L. in S.A.C, L, p. 170)
that these earthworks may belong to the period of the Civil War.
Whether so or not, the "grouping," consequent on the discovery

of D, implies a relationship between a "large" and a "small"
enclosure in the case of each pair, and the writers would suggest
this relationship might well be made the subject of some further

investigation, which might afford some reasonable explanation
as to the purpose of the whole group.

APPENDIX I—A NOTE ON THE ROMAN POTTERY
A. \V. G. LowTHER, F.S.A.

Fig. 3.

1. 7. Bead-rim fragments from large store-jars of "Patch Grove" type.
No. 1, of orange-red ware ; No. 7, grey internally, with reddish
surface. Date—Claudian.

Similar urns have been found at Purberry Shot, Ewell {S.A.C, L, p. 29)
Hawke's Hill, Leatherhead, and, beneath the Roman villa, at Windmill Bank,
Walton-on-the-Hill. These examples were, however, of a "gritted" ware,
whereas 1 and 7 are of typical "Patch Grove" ware, as found by Prof. J. B.

Ward-Perkins both at the type site and at Oldbury Camp, Kent {Arch., 90,

p. 127 et seq.).
2. Part of a small, sharply carinated pot of thin, brownish ware with a

fumed and burnished outer surface, and with two surviving bands of

rouletted ornament. Date—Claudian. Small pieces from an identical

vessel were found at Purberry Shot {S.A.C, L, unfigured).
3. Piece of a shouldered dish of "Ashtead" type, of grey ware (cf. Ashtead

Common Villa, S.A.C. XXXVH, p. KK), Figs. 1-8). Date—Flavian.
Also found in quantity at Purberry Shot {op. cit., p. 41, Fig. 29).

4. Shallow-sided dish, with bead rim and external lattice ornament.
Of brownish-grey ware, with fumed black outer surface. A number of

bowls and dishes of this type were found in Hadrianic levels at the

Ashtead Common site.

5. Small hard grey-ware pot, with lattice ornament on the outside.

Date—Hadrian-Antonine.
6. Small pot of thin, white, slip-coated ware, of a type evolved from

carinated vessels such as No. 2. The ware is the same as that formerly
known as "Upchurch ware," and of which the commonest type consi.sts

of small vessels with applied "dot" ornament, in vertical bands (cf.

"Purberry Shot," Fig. 20). Date—Hadrianic.

8. Part of a flanged bowl of red-coated red ware ("New Forest Ware").
Date—4th century, c. a.d. 350—400.


